THE VIEW FROM HERE

The CARBON anticipates a most interesting election week. But what may seem interesting to the CARBON could prove a disappointment to the school if the student body fails to respond. The Student Government elections will be held next Friday, May 12 and the voter turnout is the best barometer for student interest.

The incumbent president, John Lynch faces the strong challenge of Junior Tom Turner. It is rare when the students are offered two candidates as strong as those for the office of President. The Lynch administration has done much to strengthen student-faculty relations as exemplified by the board's program of student-faculty committees. Tom Turner's knowledge of student needs makes him equally qualified for the office. Perhaps solely on the merit of the two contenders, the battle for President should be the most interesting.

As has been so often said, the officers who emerge victorious should be your representatives. Those who will win may not represent you. The candidates will be on display at coffee hours on Monday and Wednesday evenings. Will the winners represent you? Vote to insure your future. Vote for the candidate you feel to be the best. Vote Friday. Vote.

LOOKING FROM DOWN UNDER

Monsignor Reine's announcement this week which does away with the retreat requirement is a significant development in the realization of free Christianity. For the past few years students have bitterly complained about the assembly line religion which had been handed them. The President's message should be recognized a victory, not for the students but for the whole school.

However, we on the CARBON urge the students not to take this freedom as freedom from religious obligation. We are now free to choose our religious experience, and at the Catholic college we must develop meaningful experiences. Rather than cheering the unshackling of old chains, let's create new freedom and new meaning to our Christianity.

WILL MARIAN BECOME ANOTHER C.U.?

Last April 27, there was an open meeting called by a group of students at large. Approximately seventy-five students attended the meeting which had two main objectives: first, to organize thoughts and ideas concerning the authority which is distributed among the administrative heads and secondly, to determine how these opinions should be presented to those concerned. After the general meeting, a committee was formed to synthesize the results of the discussion and to present them to the Student Board. Late Wednesday afternoon the Board met in an emergency session and passed all of the committee's proposals (many unanimously). Plans now call for eight representatives to present these recommendations to the administration. The students await the outcome of this meeting with great anticipation.

The Board session was well attended by interested and uninterested students alike, a significant sign in this era of significant signs. The CARBON supports the legislation passed and hopes the administration will find it of merit.

WHAT'S THE STORY HERE?

Friday—SUPER FRIDAY—be on hand to cast your vote for the super queen of Marian Campus. No longer will there be just queens on campus but as of today, there will be a super queen, the champion of the American and National league of campus femininity. The candidates will be chosen from the courts of the five semi-formal affairs held this year, a total of twenty-four bobs to ponder over.

And get this, the winner will be the guest of the Drum and Bugle Corps on their trip to the Holland, Michigan Tulip Festival Parade, May 19-21. Yes friends, there's no flies on the John Sweaney and men of the D and B. Don't let them kid you. First it was the color guard, then feminine buglers and now campus queens. If the word gets out to the Student Personnel office, chaperones might be needed in full force, for the busses.

Voting will take place today, May 5, in front of the auditorium from 8:30 to 3:30. Shame on you John Sweaney, you dirty old man. Splendor on the MC pavement isn't bad, but among those tulips?
WHAT'S AN ID COMPLEX?

Well, he's done it again. Not since he ate a workshop before the Meal of Reconciliation has the Dynamic Uno been so superb. The Dynamic, Bobby Baron Konstanzer, Boyday in the Student Personal Offices, has come-up with a super-scheme to save somebody fifty-five cents a student. That's approximately $500.00. What he wants to do is, he wants to get rid of the Student ID. To hear the Dynamic tell it, it's a swell idea: it'll save somebody fifty-five cents a student. That's approximately $500.00. Besides "the students never use them anyway, maybe twice a year to show Bernie" that a student has or has not paid for his workshop. This "needless expense" will be replaced by (don't laugh) the number on the tuition receipt, a proposal which proves, if nothing else, that this whole rassco isn't to prevent the student from becoming just a number.

But to make the Marian Student an ID-less student is to make the Marian student a man without position. Already a student without a check-cashing service, he no longer will be able to prove to Grayson Smith at Indiana National that he's part of the Affluent Society living-off Dad. Already a student without an adequate library, he no longer will be able to obtain a temporary card at the city Athenaeum. Once a student without an ID, he won't be a student at all. Gone the days of student passes to ball games on other campuses. Good-bye to half-price theater tickets! Good-bye charge-accounts! Good-byeschoon ma at Iams! And yet, good-bye to fifty-five cents! The somebody who is saving approximately $500.00 can bet your sweet cheeks, won't be the student.

Protest the ticket receive number - Subtract fifty-five from the number at the bottom.

THE MAKING OF THE CANDIDATES - 1967

This is the week for posters, smiles and campaign promises, but most of all it's the week of coffee hours. The coffee hours help determine who the best candidates really are.

Speaking at 7:00pm, Monday in the Men's Lounge (if they can get it clean by then) will be John Lynch and Tom Turner, the presidential candidates; the nominees for secretary, Sara Notta and Rana Senningery those for Social Committee Chairman, Rick Entrikin, Steve Jones and Sheila Mudd and Stacy Smith. Executive Secretary candidates would also have spoken, but as of yet there aren't any.

Speaking Wednesday, same time, same place and same conditions will be Bob Crouch and Ed Ottensmeyer, vice-presidential candidates; Paul Kamieriezak, Donna Mann and Shea Smith, prospective treasurers; nominees for Day student rep. Mike Brandon and Major Schnleders; ICC will bring together Sherry Hoffman and Kris Romzone; while Eileen Fleetwood runs unopposed for Publications rep.
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THE SUPER SLEUTH SKY SPY

Our CARBON 'copter flew overhead and looked down and reported among other things

Rana and the Foot on the ground below pretending to be Dick and Jane.

Mary Pille in a little pink something with daisies and oh how they grow, how they grow.

Helen Bissig using the sun for her botany project.

little Emily who is no 8 year old in a wimsuit.

Diane Benkovic, who cut up a towel to use as a bathing suit.

A TREE (a letter to the CARBON)

A group of students in distress
Looked all around last week
For someone to help them out.
So who did they go to seek?

The Student Board came to their minds,
This made them all so merry.
But where oh where went the President?
To Peter, Paul and Mary.

Marty Gorman

SPORTS OF THE WEEK AT MC

The MC tennis team came up with a school first. However, it was the wrong school as Southern Ky's tennis boys won their first meet ever at the expense of us. The golf team also fell before our friends of the Derby Town. The track team, ever-improving closed the season in the L'l State meet and garnered no points.

BASEBALL SPLIT AT FRANKLIN

Not really a ball, but the team split at Franklin, winning 8-4 and losing 5-2. Aaron Goldsmith got the win for the Knights, his second of the year. Dick Shuck and Steve Taylor had five and four hits respectively.